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EDITORIAL

"With our work, we inspire
others and create spaces."

few special editions of classic products, as well as our
new product AROA, which the artist Simón Aurel Schwarz
takes up in emphasis of the creative thematic idea. More
on page 4. We are also pleased to offer a glimpse into the
work of renowned artist Robert Henke, who combines
music and light into dancing orchestral scores which
draw the viewer irresistibly into the spell of light (page
40). These are just a few examples in which we strive
to fathom this medium, so essential to humans, from different perspectives in this issue of "cultivated". I wish you
an inspiring and informative read.

uring the cold winter months, when the days are
shorter and the dark hours longer, we treat the
chronic fatigue so many of us experience with vitamin
boosters and Sunday walks in the fresh air. But we overlook one important element, and that is light!
We discuss light in all its facets in our new, semi-annual
magazine "cultivated". In particular, we report on people,
projects, and solutions in which light plays a crucial role,
whether in the context of architecture, as a cultural contribution, as product innovation or as pure fascination.
With our work, we strive to inspire people and cultivate
spaces.
In our first issue, our architectural reports include a
home in an agricultural area, now enjoying a light and airy
appearance after meticulous renovation. An especially
innovative idea of the young architects was to convert
the garage into a kitchen, affording more living space for
the family of four. RIBAG lighting gives this unusual kitchen a light and airy atmosphere, even at night (page 10).
Another successful lighting design can be seen on page 22,
in a new office building in Bochum. On the technical side,
our maiden issue also features an array of light specialists
who share with you their experiences with this multifaceted medium, and pass on a few tips. We also present a

D

Andreas Richner
CEO
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C R E AT I V E C E N T R A L I D E A

cultivated
Simple, functional, stylish, timeless design –
these words describe the innovative lighting solutions
that have been the passion and mission of RIBAG for
over 20 years. But the effect of universal luminaires
reaches much further. Light is elixir of life and mood
setter rolled into one, it is a tool for shaping
and designingone’s habitat.

Photo
Thai Christen
Concept
Stämpfli Kommunikation
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This series of film stills gives a glimpse into the collaboration with Simón Aurel Schwarz.

C R E AT I V E C E N T R A L I D E A
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C R E AT I V E C E N T R A L I D E A

"A good idea doesn’t follow trends
and must always be thought through."
Andreas Richner, CEO

Light, spaces, and people: these
three elements, which alternately
affect one another and bring forth
inspiring experiences, are the elementary components of RIBAG’s
overall concept. The company acts
as a driver to link components and
inspire fascinating interplay. The
result is a vitalised and emotionalised brand. This is manifested not
only in the company’s image, but
in its products and services as well.

draws one’s attention to them, as it draws in Schwarz’s
camera as well. In the video, the bright shimmer of the
AROA LED light moves gently through the space, playing
with the soft light and the changing shadows. The result
is a calm experience of space freed from time which reflects the tradition of RIBAG luminaires. The upcoming
collaborations with creative artists from various fields
should also bring expression to RIBAG’s emotional charisma and its network of related industries. While the
disciplines may vary, the three pillars remain unchanged:
light, spaces, and people.
Multifaceted worlds of light
The heart of this vitalised brand is a comprehensive Internet presentation with an integrated shopping solution.
Two areas are available to visitors. One is the functional
area of products, allowing easy ordering from the new online shop. The other is a diverse range of images, which
allow light and its cultivating effect to be experienced in
multimedia. This includes glimpses into the work of design development. The path of a creative and sustainable
idea from sketches to products shines light on the Safenwil company’s "developer’s spirit". Along with the website,
the vitalised brand will light up on additional channels, for
example with original content here in the new magazine
"cultivated", or in social media. RIBAG’s different worlds
of light provide both inspiration as well as information.

Cultivating spaces
RIBAG brings a vital energy to the fore through collaborations with creative artists. These make the interrelation of light, spaces and people tangible, each in their
own way. In each of these joint projects, a completely new
perspective emerges. To begin with, an image video is
made which highlights the works of the young Zurich media artist and interaction designer, Simón Aurel Schwarz.
With only the new luminaire AROA, he shows how light
can shape spaces and create surprising accents. He is
especially fascinated by the simplicity and ruggedness
of RIBAG’s luminaire creations. Thanks to their simplicity
and reduction to essential functionality, their pure light

ribag.com/cultivated
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Artist profile
Simón Aurel Schwarz creates his artistic
works from atmospheric play with light.
The space itself often provides inspiration
for his ideas. The trained environmental
scientist, who later studied at the Zurich
University of the Arts, explores the essence of spaces and uses available materials to create new sensory impressions. Often a projector, a light source or
a self-made lamp construction will suffice. The artist is passionate about experimentation. "It is astonishing how little
is necessary to completely transform a
room." For Schwarz, light acts as a sort of
incorporeal construction material; similar to a craftsman, he joins individual
parts into a sensory Gesamtkunstwerk.
The Lucerne artist also finds inspiration
in travel and walks. "It is fascinating to
observe how, in the change from summer
to autumn, the light conjures new moods."

THE MAKING OF ...
The new image video was made
in the company’s multifaceted
building in Safenwil, together
with the artist Simón Aurel
Schwarz. His only prop was the
newly developed AROA, which
slices through its dark surroundings like a lightsabre and provides a truly unique atmosphere.

"The making of" images: Stämpfli Kommunikation / Right: Simón Aurel Schwarz

C R E AT I V E C E N T R A L I D E A

simonschwarz.ch
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The renovation has given the building a new wooden facade. Depending on one’s perspective, the wide joints of the open wood cladding give a glimpse
into the substructure and with it the effect of depth. Many coats of linseed oil paint have resulted in a vibrant surface which lends the facade a textilelike characteristic.

EXPANSION THROUGH
REMODELLING
This unusual house in the middle of the agricultural zone
caught the eye of three young architects, Jonathan Hermann,
Claudio Meletta, and Martin Risch, who had joined forces three
years ago to create Studio Stereo Architektur. They worked through
the strict provisions to transform the once dark and cramped
structure into a bright and spacious living space.

Text
Caroline Tanner
Photos
Lukas Schaffhuser
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B

provide ideal lighting for work areas. Like the ARVA ceiling luminaires found elsewhere throughout the house,
the hanging luminaires are in silk-matt black, creating
a clear contrast to the otherwise light-coloured interior
surfaces. The homogeneous light distribution of the ceiling luminaires is perfect for everyday lighting purposes.
They are also used for exterior lighting on the terrace.
Both luminaires are manufactured by RIBAG. Consulting, sale and assembly were by Lichtteam.

efore it was remodelled in the period between October 2016 and April 2017, the ground floor included a
living room, bath, and separate kitchen in rather cramped
quarters. The two bedrooms and shared bath upstairs
were also not sufficient for the current inhabitants. One
clearly got a sense of the (more limited) social needs and
possibilities of the time in this early-1970s-era structure.
To bring the house up to date, two new bedrooms and an
additional washroom were planned for the family of four.
It was also desired that the living space on the ground
floor be enlarged, if possible. This presented considerable challenges to the architects, as the house stands
in the agricultural zone, which made only minor alternations to the house’s size permissible. Volume could be increased only by adding on 3.5 m to the north side of the
building’s upper floor. However, the architects had the
clever idea of converting the garage into a kitchen, thus
expanding the house’s living space from within.

Deft divisions
The upper floor is also characterised by the new spatial concept, which turned the two bedrooms into four.
Thanks to a wooden sliding partitioning wall, the two
rooms on the northern side can be transformed into one
"twin room". This was made to order for the family’s twin
children. The two south-facing rooms also benefited from
the remodelling, with a modular partition wall serving as
a wardrobe on one side, and as a niche on the other. The
upper floor also now has two bathrooms, whereby the
master bedroom has direct access to the shower. Here
too the architects employed a modular partition wall to
generate a customised floor plan.
The remodelling is on one hand a perfect example of intelligent partitioning of housing functions over two floors;
on the other, it redefines the house’s relationship to the
landscape. To optimise the building’s energy consumption, the existing exterior walls were insulated and covered with a wooden facade. Outward-tapering recessed
windows ensure that the additional wall thickness impairs neither the view nor the landscape. This intervention simultaneously allowed for correction to the
windows’ previously small proportions. Last but not least,
the wooden exterior blends harmoniously into the rural
landscape.

Spaces with character
Installed in the former garage, the kitchen not only provides the desired extra space, it also adds to the improved layout and allows for new spatial references. The
multiple levels create a unique interior volume which in
turn engenders a strong spacial identity. The exposed
concrete interior walls still recall the former garage, giving the room a certain rustic ambience. Concrete steps
connect the floor of the former garage with the living
room, situated 1 m higher. This offsetting creates the
perfect opportunity for a kitchen counter, the surface of
which is level with the living room floor. The solid wood
kitchen from Garde Hvalsøe fosters a pleasant contrast
to the concrete walls. Fashioned from exposed concrete
and oak wood, it serves as both furnishing and structural element.
The breaking up of the living areas into two different
levels gives this country house a surprising loft ambience unanticipated from the outside. Eating, living and
cooking areas stretch out over one large space, next to
an openly designed wardrobe. A mixture of perspectives
and high-quality surfaces complete the homey atmosphere. A thoughtful lighting concept adds to this effect
in everyday use. In the kitchen, ARVA hanging luminaires

The team from Stereo Architektur skilfully worked through
the heightened restrictions in the remodelling of the
house. The young architects succeeded in creating a balance between the house and its environment while carefully considering the changed needs of the clients.
→ ribag.com/arva
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The old form of the garage is still distinguishable after the renovation. The 12
choice of material used adds to this impression. (Photo: Garde Hvalsøe)
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The interior’s linear stylistic
idiom contrasts with the
vibrant masonry of the stoneclad fireplace and the round
ceiling-mounted and hanging
ARVA luminaires.
The ground floor is now
presented as an open space
where eating, cooking and
living areas merge.
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Modular partition walls were
used at various places in the
house, allowing for more flexibility in everyday use.
Special attention is given to
detail. When the partition wall
is used to divide the "twin
room", it seems to blend seamlessly with the spacious window
frames. When it is open,
the two wall dormers function
visually as one element.

LICHTTEAM
Bundesstrasse 28
6003 Lucerne
mail@lichtteam.ch
→ lichtteam.ch

STEREO ARCHITEKTUR
Buckhauserstrasse 40
8048 Zurich
info@stereo-architektur.ch
→ stereo-architektur.ch
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AROA
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FOCUS

The new AROA luminaire collection is the continuation of a
success story. Clearly in line with
RIBAG’s aspirations to cultivate
spaces, AROA is a truly unusual
luminaire possessing innovative
technology and unique design.
A family of luminaires with character, simplicity, and a subtle touch
of finesse that integrates well into
any interior design.

This innovation from RIBAG
provides a subtle lighting and
yet a surprising directness.

16-19_Ribag_1-17_Fokus_Aroa_e.indd 18
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FOCUS

The fine, filigreed optic of this new luminaire integrates harmoniously into any interior.

W

White, a dynamic light temperature spectrum ranging
from warm white at 2700° Kelvin to 5700° Kelvin, similar to
daylight. The luminaires can be easily controlled over the
wireless RibagAir Smart Lighting System. This achieves
unparalleled flexibility for creating the perfect lighting
mood.
Its slim silhouette and characteristic, soft light diffusion
makes AROA the universal solution for a variety of room
lighting requirements. This multifunctional luminaire
family is ideal for use in sophisticated commercial and
home areas alike. AROA makes a fine impression as a
hanging or mounted light, or as splash-resistant mounted
element with external control unit, for example as a mirror light in the bathroom or as solution for optimum lighting in the kitchen.

ith its beginnings over two decades ago with the
original TRAPEZ and the advancements in form
and technology in the models SPINA and SPINAled, the
history of RIBAG has now reached a new milestone with
AROA. The TRAPEZ model is the company’s unmistakable
archetype and has long been considered a classic in the
international lighting and design scene. "Simplicity is our
highest priority, even with the latest innovations", says
Pascal Amacker, the man behind the AROA design. And
yet the new collection has a surprising sophistication and
sensuality. The design recalls the earlier T8 fluorescent
lamp and is identical in diameter, creating an optical relation of aesthetic and light yield.
Writing the 20-year history of a product is a tenacious
affair. It’s a meticulous process which reflects unconditional commitment to quality of workmanship and innovation. AROA is fitted with the latest LED technology and
surpasses its predecessor in efficiency and longevity
many times over. Along with the current static colours,
the new luminaire collection is also available in Tunable

As of November 2017, the AROA luminaire collection is
available in lengths from 600 mm to 1500 mm.
→ribag.com/aroa
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FOCUS

MESH
Special edition in
black/bronze – the
aesthetic light solution

M

MESH Special Edition surface-mounted
and hanging luminaires are available
in lengths 600 mm to 1,800 mm as of
November 2017.
→ ribag.com/designstudio

ESH lighting, previously available in silver and white,
are now joined by an aesthetic variation as of November 2017. According to RIBAG’s creative director, Pascal
Amacker, the MESH Special Edition in black/bronze reflects
the Zeitgeist: the sensuous, elegant look is popular in the
interior design scene. Where the previous luminaire collection plays off its strengths especially in office and conference rooms, the new Special Edition is an elegant solution
for the home as well. The new surface-mounted and hanging luminaires have a warm, flame-like bronze-coloured
grid pattern which instantly brings cosiness to a room.
The new colouring of the grid has no effect on the colour
of the light, nor does it change the diffusion, says Pascal
Amacker. Just as before, the light rays from two differently
coloured LEDs (tunable white variant) are concentrated via
a lens and then directed through a diamond-shaped honeycomb structure, which provides a homogeneous light
and eliminates glare. The classic black covering forms an
elegant counterpart which blends discreetly and splendidly into its surroundings. It can be employed in a variety
of ways: the MESH Special Edition black/bronze lights up
the room perfectly, whether at work or home.

20
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FOCUS

METRON
Work efficiently with
glare-free light

E

ighty percent of the information we take in is through
our eyes. Visual comfort significantly affects our performance and well-being in the workplace. The design
of an ideally-lit workplace requires lighting solutions
that place priority on employees’ well-being. A well-lit
workplace will increase motivation and performance.
METRON Office provides new lighting components which
combine trusted opal diffusers with innovative microprism technology. This allows for a glare-free light direction together with a soft ceiling illumination, and guarantees the optimum lighting for the workplace. The simple
but technologically sophisticated luminaire supports the
architecture of the office space with a clear stylistic idiom.
The luminaires can be used either alone or added together in a system. Whether your office is open-plan or
just for one, METRON Office is a multifaceted lighting
companion.

As of January 2018, the new METRON
Office surface-mounted and hanging
luminaires are available in white, aluminium, and black, in lengths 1,200 mm
to 1,800 mm.
→ ribag.com/designstudio
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CLEAR LINES
GBTEC Software + Consulting AG
has a new head office
Text
Petra Lasar
Photos
Lutz Tölle
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On the newly developed "Gesundheitscampus" near the Ruhr
University of Bochum GBTEC Software + Consulting AG has built
a new head office which features a
clear, linear and transparent
architecture, both inside and out.
The new building represents
the philosophy of the company –
a leading provider of business
process management software
and process consulting. The design
and lighting concept serves as
an extension of the language of the
architecture.

T
The building’s public face
is created through the lighting
concept. The positioning of
suspended and surface-mounted
ceiling luminaires provides both
standard workplace lighting as well
as a homogeneous appearance.

22-26_Ribag_1-17_Objekt_Bochum_e.indd 23

hrough steady growth, GBTEC’s personnel now
numbers approximately 100, making the company’s
rented spaces in the Bochum Technology Centre too
small. CEO Gregor Greinke therefore did not hesitate at the chance to purchase a plot in the southern
section of Bochum’s "Gesundheitscampus", a fully developed 55,000-sqm property nestled in a wooded, hilly
landscape. The company founder was attracted to both
the beautiful views and the excellent selection of neighbours, which consisted of companies and institutions in
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ing designer and the client chose instead a sample with
the new MESH suspended LED lighting from RIBAG. The
filigree design, direct/indirect ratio (75%/25%), quality of
light and comfortable brightness level (UGR <16) proved
so appealing that the Swiss manufacturer was commissioned with the lighting for the rest of the interior. The
large spaces have been fitted with elegant suspension
lighting supplemented by MESH ceiling lights. This combination not only provides standardised lighting for the
offices, it also presents them to passers-by outside in a
consistent line of illumination.
In the areas for leisure and informal meetings, METRON
modular LED ceiling lights with opal artificial glass light
diffusers provide the desired linearity. Running along the
rooms’ edges, METRON serves as a band of light to illuminate the offices while providing a balanced and general
light. This linearity of the interior spatial design is interrupted by semi-gloss white round ARVA ceiling lights, arranged creatively in a variety of sizes above the seating
groups.
In the evening, recessed ground luminaires around the
building accentuate the pillars and highlight the vertical
structure of the facade. These are also installed in the
lobby, creating a visual connection of exterior and interior.
The client and the lighting designer came up with a special highlight for the building’s night lighting: recessed
floor luminaires built into the corners of the building’s interior on all floors send a blue light upwards, accentuating the building’s volume and giving it the appearance of
being suspended in air.
The new head office provides the software developer and
process consultant GBTEC a contemporary and inspiring environment which satisfies today’s changing work
forms. At the same time, the building reflects, both inside
and outside, the company’s philosophy of transparency,
innovative spirit, and – in the figurative sense – straightforwardness. The lighting is integrated into the architecture and assists in the designation of particular zones.
The property also holds a football pitch and a fitness
room, to give the IT specialists – who spend most of their
working days sitting in front of a monitor – an opportunity for some work-life balance. These too are lit with
METRON lighting from RIBAG.

research, technology, and the health industry. Gregor
Greinke was looking to expansion abroad, and so had
an expanding workforce in mind when he decided on a
5,000-sqm plot which offered room for a potential second building. 14 months later, a new and elegant head office stood on half of the newly-purchased property.
The building, vertically structured in a 1.5-metre modular dimension and positioned symmetrically around a recessed foyer, was constructed over a reinforced concrete
skeleton. The spaces between the load-bearing pillars,
standing in 3-metre intervals, were supplemented by
non-load-bearing pillars of similar dimension and appearance. The pillars are clad in white and outfitted with a
heating network system. Low-e glass elements, 1.25 m
wide and 3 m high, complete the facades of the new
three-storey building, with a linear upwards direction interrupted only slightly by dark grey, automated blinds.
The main entrance brings personnel and visitors into the
central lobby, an airy space with a 10-metre ceiling. A
large, round chandelier hangs below a centrally-positioned ceiling light. Analogue to the facade, the left-hand
wall is fitted with pillars and glass elements and allows
for a direct view into the offices, while concrete was chosen for the right-hand wall. A stairway and a lift are situated before a glass panel which forms the back wall.
The lobby is not completely closed off by the walls, thus
forming a space continuum with the building’s corridor
areas.
"Corridor" is not exactly the right word here, as GBTEC
did away with traffic areas in the conventional sense.
Instead, the spaces are designed as communication
areas for leisure and informal meetings, and furnished
accordingly. The individual, team, and open-plan offices
positioned around these areas are shielded by a combination of glass dividing walls and wooden doors. Drywall
was used only to separate the individual office spaces, so
that the building’s interior is also characterised by a high
degree of transparency.
The linearity of the architecture continues in the lighting
concept, which provides different light for day, evening,
and night.The original idea of standing lamps was discarded, as they impeded the view and did not contribute to the
desired effect of a homogeneous appearance. The light-
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In the informal communication areas, semi-gloss white round ARVA ceiling lights lend a creative touch to the strictly linear overall concept.

OBJEKT
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Above: Filigreed MESH suspended luminaires float above
the work stations in the offices
and conference rooms. The combination of direct and indirect
lighting of the nearly glare-free
luminaires (UGR <16) delivers an
excellent working light.
Left: The spacious connecting
zones throughout the building
are used as informal meeting
points.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
Client
GBTEC Real Estate GmbH
Architect
Dipl. Ing. Kai Spliethoff
Lighting concept
Lichtaktiv
Ulrich Meier
Lighting design
RIBAG Project
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COLUMN
by
Muriel Gnehm

Night and day
The clock chimed two o’clock in the
morning when I realised just how
much our life is influenced by light.
I had been tossing and turning in
my hotel bed, unable to sleep with
Iceland’s summer light streaming
through the window. It was only
after I had closed the heavy cur
tains and shut out the sunlight
that I found some peace,
and my thoughts gradually
floated off.
Until then, it was light
which drummed out the
rhythms of my daily life.
Getting up is easier when
the sun is already high over
head. We work best in brightly
lit rooms. A cup to tea, however, is
best savoured in twilight, when we
can lose ourselves in conversation.
And falling in love happens ideal
ly by candlelight, because people
look their best when bathed in this
warm radiance.
When I was a child, my parents
would often steer me to bed with
the words, "Look, it’s dark out
side, that means it’s time to go to
bed." And although I tried to resist,
I knew that I could continue with
my play when daylight once again

entered my room. That’s why,
somewhat sleepily the next
morning, I asked my Icelandic
acquaintance how he explained
the difference between night
and day to his children. He hesitated, not knowing what I meant.
Once, in kindergarten, I had to
paint a picture showing day
and night. I painted a sun
against a blue background,
and stars against a black
background. My Icelandic
acquaintance hadn’t
thought of that way until
then. His children know
that they must go to bed when
the clock says half past eight,
because that’s when it is night. It
might be dark then, or it might
be sunny, because their understanding of day and night is not tethered to light, as it is in our latitudes. His children, however, also
like to resist going to bed ...

Muriel Gnehm, 35, is a freelance
author whose works can be read
in "NZZ am Sonntag", "Kulturtipp",
"Schweizer Illustrierte", "Schweiz
am Wochenende" and "Züritipp",
among other publications.
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INTERVIEW

PASCAL
AMACKER
Pascal Amacker is Creative Director for RIBAG.
For the past three years he has worked in the Design Studio,
tinkering with new solutions that combine high-end technology,
user friendliness, and timeless design with a natural simplicity.
In this interview, the lighting expert talks about his creative
work at RIBAG in Safenwil, and how countless ideas
lead to winning products.

How do you bring these aspects into your daily work at
the Design Studio?
We always use the latest illuminants and technical components in our experiments. Our quality standards are
quite high. We do a lot of research, and work closely with
leading high-tech manufacturers. This means that we
sometimes have access to technological developments
before they come onto the market.

Mr Amacker, what makes a good luminaire?
We view luminaires very differently, depending on how
they are used. Basically, this involves the solution to a
lighting problem. Sometimes these problems have an ergonomic-functional background, or one wants to create
a psychological effect through a particular lighting mood
in order to stimulate well-being. Light influences us, and
this influence should be a positive as possible, but our
lighting should also inspire! In the development process,
we place great value on design and on technical features.
We are constantly looking for that "certain something"
in terms of function, technology and design for our products. Working out the formal character of lighting to a finished product is a very intense process, whereby we look
forward to technically sophisticated details and a perfect
light form.

What makes RIBAG’s Design Studio so special?
It’s our goal to promote innovation. We follow an interdisciplinary approach, working with forms, technologies,
craftwork, design, materials and other creative ideas on a
daily basis. The quality of the resulting products continually strengthens the RIBAG brand.
How can one picture the development process of a
new luminaire? Where does one have to get especially
creative?
We are constantly working with new kinds of lighting
concepts – this pool of ideas takes place within a continuous process of evolution. This first phase is difficult
to grasp, and accordingly challenging. A large number of
ideas and concepts are generated, some of which will

What makes a good illuminant?
There are many different kinds of lighting available on
the market. We periodically fit our entire assortment with
new components. A "good" illuminant is one that proves
reliable over a long period, uses little energy and gives a
natural cast to all colours. An "optimal" illuminant coalesces with the lamp to become one.
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"We strive to
give a timelessness
to our designs."
Pascal Amacker

tests for user friendliness can all be done in our in-house
facilities. Another important area is the design archive,
where we gather important objects such as components,
appliances, examples of innovative technologies, sample
materials, prototypes, and illuminants. And then, naturally, one needs a place where one can play around with
ideas without being disturbed. For this I have a large drawing workspace. Here I can compare different sketches for
ideas. Our modern facility in Safenwil, with its many different, inspiring spaces, is ideally equipped for innovative
development.

be discarded. As soon as an idea has achieved a certain
maturity and persuasiveness, it is taken up for further
development. We create a model of the light as early as
possible, in order to make it tangible. After that come
many formal considerations and the development of the
technical concept.
How is the Design Studio arranged? Do you have
several labs where lights are tested?
We have a number of different places for carrying out
different tests. Measuring light, temperature tests, and

Pascal Amacker’s Design Studio workspace allows him to compare different sketches for ideas without interruption.
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working with light and lighting design. Three years ago, I
was invited to work full-time on the mysteries of lighting
and take on product design, and I jumped at the chance.

There is continuous change to both the functional and
aesthetic demands on lighting and illuminants. How
do you respond to these changes? What is the Design
Studio’s philosophy in this regard?
We strive for our luminaires to be "timeless classics",
rather than short-lived trends. We take our inspiration
from formal trends, but then interpret them into timeless designs. Naturally, we are also constantly evolving
technically, and optimising our products through diverse
inputs. RIBAG illuminants should be able to be integrated
into different architectonic situations and give the buyer
long-term satisfaction through their sophistication and
long life.

What is it about your work today that particularly
appeals to you?
As Creative Director I appreciate my wide range of responsibilities. On one hand I oversee the complete design process of new luminaire ranges, which is very varied work
due to the diverse process steps. One the other hand, I
develop and design trade fair exhibits, and support Marketing with ideas and settings. I enjoy putting my capacity for improvisation to use in various areas.
What development from the Design Studio are you
most proud of?
I tend to get quite enthusiastic when I am explaining the
range of functions of the VERTICO spot. I find this product
to be the perfect symbiosis of design and function. It has
a fascinating look and feel!

Where do Design Studio and Production meet in their
work at RIBAG? Where do they overlap?
When products are developed, it is important to collect
a broad spectrum of expertise and to take process optimisation into consideration. The basis for all serial production assembly processes is defined in the design and
development phases.

What would you say has been your most moving
experience with light?
I am an avid hobby photographer, and my passion for
photography has sharpened my awareness of light and
shadow. Nature is capable of creating effects with light
that artificial light is rarely able to reproduce!

Why did you choose the subject of light as your
profession?
I have a broad range of interests, which is an important
factor in being able to find inspiration from a variety of
different sources. I have a very good imagination and a
strong inner drive to manifest ideas – first in sketches,
then to give them form and function. I had ideas about
light and lighting for quite some time. I designed my first
luminaire in 1997 in a Vitra-Design workshop – fortunately, I’m the only one who has photos of it. But also later, as
a professional designer, I was able to gain experience in

→ ribag.com/designstudio
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PEOPLE

Light is something we often fail to grasp in our daily lives,
but it is considered a crucial factor in our well-being. Bartenbach
has been grappling with the phenomenon of light for over 50
years, and is a trendsetter on the subject of light today.

Bartenbach and RIBAG have currently joined forces to collaborate on a new kind of luminaire. The sketches alone make one curious.

FOCUSSING ON

Photos
Hufton + Crow und David Franck
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Bartenbach has also let its lighting competence be put to the test in Switzerland: the Tyrolean specialists worked together with the renowned Swiss
architects Herzog & de Meuron on the new exhibition hall in Basel.

I

Individual and comprehensive
Every room has its own requirements in terms of light.
Architectural concepts, buildings, use, efficiency, natural
incidence of light and technical prerequisites are only
some of the factors which must be considered for a successful lighting concept. Thermal and visual effects also
play an important role. Bartenbach therefore places
great value on the individuality of its lighting solutions.
This pertains to both artificial and natural light as well as
overall lighting concepts. Tailor-made solutions can optimally serve people, their needs and their perceptions. The
company pursues the goal of every room enabling "good
vision" while conveying comfort and meeting functional
demands.
The impact of light on humans demands ambitious solutions which go beyond providing light. The interdis-

f we were to imagine a room – let’s say, in which an architectural design is being drafted, for example – in our
imagination this room will always be well lit. The creative
spirit will be able to see into every corner of this room, as
if we were furnished with an internal flashlight, without
having to forgo "good vision". In reality, the implementation of a lighting concept, which strives to meet our visual
needs in every possible situation, is a highly challenging
task which requires the input from a variety of specialists
for its accomplishment. The company Bartenbach has
taken on the task of bringing together specialists with
expertise in the areas of architecture, physics, psychology, and design to form an approx. 80-member interdisciplinary team, in order to see the phenomenon of light in a
new light. The company has enjoyed much success since
its founding in the 1960s.
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Lighting components embedded in the ceiling
provide optimum lighting for this company
cafeteria in Ditzingen, Germany. The building, by
Barkow Leibinger Architekten, has large
glass facades which allow natural light to enter.
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Giant’s Causeway, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site in Northern
Ireland, captivates with its
approx. 40,000 similarly-shaped
basalt columns. This spectacular rocky landscape is around
60 million years old. A new
lighting concept was provided
in collaboration with Heneghan
Peng Architects.

mental research. This allows the direct flow of research
findings into product innovation. This periodically requires
the consulting of competent colleagues in the light sector.

ciplinary team can carry out studies and competition
consulting, create building analyses or certifications,
and develop and assess simulations and visualisations
of corresponding light situations. A holistic approach
to the phenomenon of light allows for solutions both in
architecturally integrated implementations and special
constructions for large-scale projects as well as uncomplicated and cost-saving solutions for smaller projects.

Promising cooperation
The two lighting specialists Bartenbach and RIBAG have
taken on a joint project this year. The creative minds of
these two firms are tinkering on a promising luminaire.
This mutual endeavour began when Pascal Amacker,
Creative Director of RIBAG, stumbled upon an optical
problem during his experiments with an innovative light
control concept. To achieve the desired standard in quality, he turned to Bartenbach, whose technicians are famous for getting the most out of the medium of light. A
visit to Austria made it quickly clear that the physicists’
physico-academic approach offered the promise of collaboration. The definitive output of this collaboration is
still under wraps, but the sketches show that the expectations are justified. Pascal Amacker reveals: "It involves
development of a very sensorial product with sophisticated lighting technology, which can be mounted on the
ceiling." The secret will be revealed in March 2018.

Acquisition and exchange of knowledge
Customers, but also professionals and students profit
from almost a half century of broad experience at Bartenbach. Prof. Dr. h. c. Ing. Christian Bartenbach developed
the concept of perception-oriented lighting design. For
more than 10 years his knowledge has been passed on
through various courses on light at the Bartenbach Academy. The Academy offers customised seminars, for example for architects, and a university symposium for architect students from Vienna and Munich. Bartenbach
also offers an elective course for architecture students at
the University of Innsbruck.
Along with its work as partner for comprehensive consulting, Bartenbach is also active in research and development. This includes research into biological, therapeutic
and visually effective light as well as the development of
new materials. For 30 years the company has been active
in light research, especially in the area of its impact on
human well-being. If a product for a specific lighting solution cannot be found on the market, Bartenbach will
develop it. Its intent and purpose therefore include application-oriented research as well as continuous funda-

BARTENBACH GMBH
Rinner Strasse 14
6071 Aldrans / Tyrol
Austria
info@bartenbach.com
→ bartenbach.com
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The redesign of Schneider Shoes
in St. Gallen shows how a once
cramped-seeming interior can be
transformed into a bright and
friendly shop. With a new lighting
concept, Switzerland’s oldest shoe
shop gleams with a new radiance.

F

or Schneider Shoes, now in business for seven generations, the time was ripe for adapting to today’s
demands. The new lighting concept was meant to create
intelligent zones and give a calming impression overall.
Working together with bw innenarchitektur, RIBAG was
able to find an elegant solution for the client’s new requirements. The project’s lighting designer, Nicole Faltinek, came up with a perfect presentation for the shop’s
merchandise: VERTICO busbar spots provide optimum
lighting for the displays. The system allows for the spots
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and turned but are still flush with the ceiling. A continuous band of light is directed to the ceiling, counteracting
the low room heights. Different colour accents on the wall
sections above the displays additionally help one recognise the individual departments.

to be easily repositioned, for quick and easy adaptation to
an ever-changing inventory. The light from the spots can
be focussed from 20 degrees to 60 degrees, so that different highlights can be lit with the same spot. The white busbars and spots integrate discreetly into the ceiling area and make the room appear large and bright.
The space held a special challenge with regard to the
ceiling: room height varies greatly, so that the protruding
spots had to be forgone in some places. Spots were installed on gimbals in their stead, which can be pivoted

→ ribag.com/vertico
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PRO TIPS

Nicole Faltinek
Lighting Designer

For over 15 years, the daily work of Nicole Faltinek,
Lighting Designer SLG, has involved seeing to lighting projects
from their first drafts to their implementation. She has realised
projects for educational institutions, offices, retail, gastronomy,
and housing. Here she has compiled some helpful tips
from her many years in the business.

1

2

Glare-free light

Wall illumination

Lighting which produces minimum glare is especially
recommended for spaces intended for work or communication. This fosters a soft distribution of light
onto work surfaces and minimum peripheral brightness. The eyes will not tire as quickly, and this in turn
will have a positive effect on concentration. For the
designer, this means choosing a maximum UGR value
of 22 and observing DIN EN12464-1 guidelines for the
lighting of indoor workplaces.

To make rooms look larger and brighter, the lighting
specialist recommends a focused and even illumination of walls. Crucial for the correct placement of
the luminaire is its distance to the wall, which should
amount to a third of the room’s height for optimum
illumination. Example: in a 3-m-high room, the ideal
distance would be 1 m. If shelving is used as partitioning elements, the effect can also be generated
with carefully placed recessed luminaires.

3

4

Colour temperature

Spots

Every room needs a room climate tailored to its specific function. It’s therefore helpful to determine the
desired colour temperature right from the beginning of
planning. In Nicole Faltinek’s experience, suitable colour temperatures for bedrooms, hotels, or spa facilities are found in extra warm white light (2700 K), while
living quarters, workplaces and restoration rooms
benefit from warm white light (3000 K) and schools,
industrial centres or hospitals benefit from neutral
white light (4000 K).

Spots provide good merchandise presentation for
shops and other retail locations. Of particular importance here is the correct lighting angle: reflectors for
narrow distribution are ideal for presenting endcaps
and displays in the right light. Area shelving, in contrast, requires a wide-casting reflector to allow for an
even lighting of items. The lighting designer recommends either a reflector, which can be removed later,
or a focused spot.
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SPOTLIGHT

SCORES
OF
LIGHT
Text
Caroline Tanner
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The fascinating laser installation "Destructive Observation Field", created in 2014. (Photo: Anna Katharina Scheidegger)

SPOTLIGHT

Robert Henke
Composer, installation artist
and software developer

Robert Henke, born in 1969 in Munich, was always
fascinated by the beauty of technical objects. In recent
years he has made a name for himself with largescale audio-visual laser installations.

These scores of light, accentuated with music, provide a
special kind of experience. Robert Henke is both an artist and a technician. His works benefit not only from the
oscillating interactions between the two disciplines, but
also from those between diverse media. Since his work
lies at the boundaries of existing structures, categorising
him is difficult: although he describes himself as a composer, installation artist and software developer, he has
also been called a musician, a light artist, and a digital
artist. One thing is certain: he knows how to astonish
people. On the international stage, Robert Henke is mostly known for his contemporary electronic music and his
laser works, where he succeeds in captivating audiences
and drawing them into a spell of finely orchestrated wavelengths, sometimes found in the form of a dark red beam
of light, sometimes a deep bass note. His being at home
in electronic music is attributable to the fact that he was
co-developer of the music software Ableton Live. This digital audio software came on the market in 1999 and has
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meanwhile become one of the most popular programmes in music production. His music project "Monolake",
formedin 1995, was a key player in that decade’s emerging electro club music, radiating from Berlin out into the
entire world.
Above left: still from "Lumière III". Below left: the audio-visual laser installation "Spline" was recently exhibited in the Today Art Museum in Beijing.
(Photos: Robert Henke)

Conductor of technology
For several years, he’s been combining music and light in
his audio-visual laser installations. Each of these is individually attuned to the space in which it happens, which
could be an intimate exhibit room or an industrial hall. It
is the experience that is paramount: perception occurs
on many levels, with light directed to begin dancing with
the music. Seen this way, the artist’s work seems to resemble that of a conductor – with the important difference being that he plays all the instruments himself and
developed them as well. Thus Robert Henke often finds
himself back in the role of technician, developing his own
algorithm-based machines by means of mathematical
rules, controlled chance operations, and complex feedback loops. Noted laser artists such as Nam June Paik
could only dream of the precision, the brightness and the
variety of colours technically possible today.
With his work, Henke draws attention to the possibilities
of the technology and simultaneously addresses the importance of handling it properly. He illustrates how artists
working with technology can remain masters of their own
decisions. Today he teaches students about the creative
use of computers, bringing new life into the discussion
on the boundaries between nature and technology. If one
examines some of his laser works chronologically, an interesting development emerges: the technology that the
artist employs never remains the same – it is constantly
changing. Each work surprises in its own way and reveals
a completely new countenance. Henke’s laser works are
currently touring the world’s most renowned museums
and captivating people across cultures.
→ roberthenke.com

The audio-visual laser performance is the third instalment
in the German artist’s series "Lumière", begun in 2013.
(Photos: Robert Henke and Fons Artois)
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Photo: Graser Architekten AG

Schoolhouse Linden
Designed by Graser Architekten, the primary school in
Niederhasli features an appealing new concept in space
and light. The extension work is substantially worked into
the existing structure, and succeeds in creating a dialogue
between old and new. RIBAG as partner provided optimum
lighting solutions to enhance both vision and perception.
→ ribag.com/references

Photos: Muriel Chaulet

Fête des Lumières
The city of Lyon dazzles with light for four days this coming December. Artists from diverse fields come to prepare
their contributions, which vary from year to year. Whole
buildings, streets, squares and parks host over 70 light
installations to create a magical atmosphere.

Review: 3 MAL 3
On 30 October 2017, RIBAG hosted the event 3 MAL 3
at RIBAG headquarters in Safenwil, in cooperation with
acousticpearls® and Zoom byMobimex. Over 200 guests
were treated to three solutions each from the areas of
light, acoustic, and furnishings.

7 to 10 December 2017
Lyon
→ fetedeslumieres.lyon.fr

→ ribag.com/events
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New webshop
now online
Starting November 2017,
business customers can
order easily and conveniently from RIBAG’s
extensive online shop.
The company’s new web
presence brings a world
of functional lighting
products right to your
business.
→ ribag.com

Long-lasting
products
Sustainability is a quality
which the established
light specialist company
from Safenwil holds near
and dear, which is why
energy efficiency is a
special concern in its development of luminaires
and illuminants. Thanks
to continuous product
optimisation, RIBAG engineers have succeeded
in increasing the service
life of LED luminaires to
up to 100,000 hours.

Cooperation
with FHNW
Photo: MCH Messe Schweiz (Basel) AG

Swissbau
Swissbau is one of the largest building trade fairs in Europe, drawing over 100,000 visitors to around 1,100 exhibitors over the course of 5 days in Basel. Come and experience
our newest lighting innovations personally by visiting us at the central meeting place for
Switzerland’s construction industry at Messeplatz 1 in Basel.
16 to 20 January 2018
Hall 2.0, Stands G10 and G1
→ swissbau.ch

RIBAG supports young
design talent by working
with industrial design
students from the
University of Applied
Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland
(FHNW) on lighting
concepts of the future.
More at:
→ ribag.com/cooperation
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Participate in our Instagram photo
competition, and with a little luck you may
win a VERTICO suspension luminaire.

To participate, follow @ribaglight on Instagram
and share your photo(s) on the theme of

light and habitat
accompanied by the hashtags #ribag and #cultivated. The winning photo
with the most likes will be published in our next edition.*

* All persons over 18 are eligible to participate, with the exception of employees of RIBAG Licht AG and the NZZ Group. The winner will be informed in writing.
The winning photo will be published along with the name of the winner in the 1/18 edition of cultivated. The prize will be sent by mail. Cash payment is not possible.
No information shall be given on the drawing. The jury's decision is final. Deadline to enter is 28 February 2018.

PHOS
TO
P IC
TO
ZMA
PE
RT
K IET I O N

Follow us!
@ribaglight

ribaglight
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C O N TA C T
RIBAG Project
Substantive light design
RIBAG Project assists you in your projects and designs innovative
lighting solutions.
Our services
• Concept
• Lighting design
• Lighting assessment
• Guidance and implementation
Nicole Faltinek
Your contact person
Lighting concepts / Sales
Projects

+41 62 737 50 01
project@ribag.com

Service
First-line service in all areas
We assist you in technical matters with speed and competence
and offer you first-class support.
Our services
• 5-year product guarantee
• Delivery within one working week (main assortment)
• Technical consultation and lighting design
• "Light Gallery" showroom and luminaire samples
Sascha Lehner
Your contact person
Service

+41 62 737 50 70
service@ribag.com

Light Gallery
Experience the fascination of light up close with a variety of
lighting solutions. The "Light Gallery" cordially invites you to find
tailored solutions and experience the newest innovations in lighting.
→ Request an appointment
RIBAG Licht AG
Kanalstrasse 18
5745 Safenwil
Switzerland
Light Gallery
Safenwil

+41 62 737 90 10
info@ribag.com
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FIVE QUESTIONS FOR

Stress in known for speaking his mind.
His songs are more than mere entertainment, with politics and climate change
being recurring themes in his lyrics.

What’s the first thing that comes to mind when you think of light?
It’s unbelievable what light can do. It can completely change our perception of a space, depending on how it’s lit.
What role does light play in your life?
For an artist who works onstage with his music, light is an important topic, albeit a difficult one. Light can have
a very strong effect, and has to be used wisely. There are so many possibilities, however, which are often only
limited by budget and feasibility. At a concert, one might be preoccupied with the music and not think directly
about the lighting, but light is an additional, important instrument for the artist – for underscoring emotions,
for moods, and for entertaining people. Daylight is very important to my personal life. I can’t work in a room or a
studio where there is no natural light.
Have you had any interesting experiences with light?
In 2016, as part of the Energy Challenge, we had a roadshow in several Swiss cities where electricity was collected. There were individual stations where people helped out, for example by pedalling on Energy Challenge
bicycles. With the energy that was collected, we put on a massive final performance in October 2016 at the Bundesplatz in Bern. We had collected and saved enough electricity to power an entire evening concert with a full
light show. This was a very interesting experience for me, and being able to share this energy-neutral concert
with all the people in Bern was a fantastic experience.
What do you consider to be good lighting?
That’s surely a matter of taste, and depends on the situation and the circumstances. Light can be used in so
many ways – one can do so much with it. It can be art, put focus on something in particular, heighten emotions,
create a certain mood, or simply be useful for looking at something (laughs). Maybe I can basically say that I
find lighting to be good when it takes on a supporting role in context to what it is used for, and when it evokes
something – be that visual or emotional.
What role does light play in your dream house?
I had all the lights in my house switched over to LED lights a long time ago. It’s one of the easiest ways to save
electricity. At the same time it gives one a lot of possibilities for lighting, whether for practical or aesthetic reasons. I like warm light, and indirect lighting as well. But above all, it has to be dimmable. It’s comparable to a person’s mood: sometimes bright and full of energy, sometimes muted. I would never want neon light, for example,
in my home. It has a cold and artificial effect, and I would never be able to feel comfortable at home with it.
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